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Apollo 13
The Tears

â€œApollo 13â€• (Butler/Anderson)

E                            B
Estuary girl, you re not the one
Bm                                     A
you don t belong to the world that I m from
C                            E            B           A
your lazy words blow like confetti in the wind, in the wind

E                                 B
estuary girl, you re not part of my scene
Bm                                 A
your feet don t belong in my upholstery
C                         E              B                      A
sometimes i sink when you call me on the phone, on the phone

               E                                     B
oh but if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
         F#m                                 A
oh like apollo, like apollo we ll fly to the moon
               E                                     B
oh yes if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
         F#m                                 A
oh like apollo, like apollo thirteen we ll explode

E                           B
sad as a song, child of the streets
Bm                                    A
your skin don t belong on my designer sheets
C                                         E             B                     A
in eyeliner you wrote me a note that i ll never read at all, estuary girl

              E                                       B
oh but if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
         F#m                                 A
oh like apollo, like apollo we ll fly to the moon
              E                                       B
oh yes if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
         F#m                                 A
oh like apollo, like apollo thirteen we ll explode

              E                                       B
oh yes if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
                       (estuary girl you re not the one)
         F#m                                   A
oh like apollo, like apollo we ll sink like a stone
              (you don t belong to the world that i m from)



              E                                   B
oh if you follow me, i will follow you to the unknown
                   (estuary girl you re not the one)
         F#m                                 A
oh like apollo, like apollo thirteen, we ll explode
              (you don t belong to the world that i m from)

E                           B
estuary girl you re not the one
F#m                                    A
you don t belong to the world that i m from
E                           B
estuary girl you re not the one
F#m                                    A
you don t belong to the world that i m from

-I was so glad Bernard and Brett went back together! Still I am, but 
I d like another album from The Tears.
-Please, correct me where it is required. I know there are some chords 
missing, I ll appreciate a lot your suggestions. Cheers!
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